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in meeting societal expectations considering urban development. Therefore new roles and responsibilities for private actors involved in urban development arise. Here, the question arises if private actors can bear and take social responsibilities and safeguard public interests and values within urban development – former governmental duties. Therefore, within this context, the principles of CSR are interesting to explore.

In this graduation research, my ambition is to provide insight in the interpretation, definition and relationship between concepts CSR and sustainable urban development, within the context of Dutch investor-led urban development projects.
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**Problem statement**

While the leading role of the developing investor in Dutch urban development practice has been the subject of great attention (Bijsterveld & Laverman, 2011; De Jonge, 2012; Hagendijk & Franzen, 2012; Heurkens, 2012; Peek, 2012; Praktijkleerstoel Gebiedsontwikkeling, 2011b; Sturm, 2014; Sturm, Heurkens, & Bol, 2014), the focus has been primarily on its contribution of commercial activities and investments. However, the developing investor’s social role has become subject of attention too, due to the societal call for responsible market behavior.

Due to a changing state-market relationship, and a shift in power to enforce and regulate land uses and planning activities, the Dutch government faces challenges in meeting societal expectations considering urban development, and therefore has an interest in CSR not simply to make developing investors more socially responsibly but also to assist them in their task of governing (Heurkens, 2012; Moon, 2007).

Within the context of investor-led urban development projects in the Netherlands, insight is needed into the developing investor’s social role: insight in needed into how investors can bear and take their responsibility to society and a broader set of stakeholders beyond their shareholders. In other words, within the context of Dutch investor-led urban development projects, insight is needed into how CSR can be used by developing investors as a strategic means to realise sustainable urban areas.

**Research objectives**

The main objective of this research is to provide insight in the social role of developing investors in investor-led urban development projects in the Netherlands, by exploring investors’ use of CSR as a means to realise sustainable urban areas.
One of the (sub) aims of this research is to understand the Dutch investor-led urban development practice, and the use of CSR by developing investors herein, by means of:

- Exploring the current use of CSR by developing investors in investor-led urban development projects in the Netherlands;
- Exploring developing investors’ interest in (improved) use of CSR;
- Exploring developing investors’ possibilities of use of CSR.

Another (sub) aim of this research is to draw inspirational lessons for the Dutch (Rhineland) practice from Anglo-Saxon investor-led urban development projects, in which developing investors strategically use(d) CSR as a means to realise sustainable areas. The assumption here is that developing investors who do business according to Anglo-Saxon principles go in front considering the application of CSR in their projects – confirmed by the notion that CSR emerged in liberal market economies (Brammer, Jackson, & Matten, 2012).

**Main research question**

Based upon the research objectives, the following main research question is formulated: How can developing investors in Dutch investor-led urban development projects use Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) to develop sustainable urban areas?

**Intended end product**

The intended end product of research is an insight in the social role of developing investors in investor-led urban development projects in the Netherlands, highlighting:

- Inspirational lessons for the Dutch practice, drawn from Anglo-Saxon investor-led urban development projects, in which developing investors strategically used(d) CSR as a means to realise sustainable areas;
- The current use of CSR by developing investors in investor-led urban development projects in the Netherlands;
- Developing investors’ interest in (improved) use of CSR;
- Developing investors’ possibilities of use of CSR.

The latter point, developing investors’ possibilities of use of CSR, is reported in the form of an “assessment tool” (or “measurement tool”, “ruler”, “gradation bar”, etc.) indicating the possible gradations/levels of CSR application, for example in terms of “beginner” and “expert” – like BREEAM and LEED assessment tools, but in this case indicating the social level instead of environmental level of the project or the investor. Note, in the research process is to be determined if this assessment tool indicates the social level of the realised investor-led urban development project (product-oriented) or the business management/conduct of the developing investor itself (more process-oriented).

**Process**

**Method description**

The research process consists of several phases (P1 to P5), each including data collection (methods) and data analysis (methods).

During the P1/P2 phase, a research proposal is written including research topic, research relevance, problem analysis, problem statement, research objective, research questions, definitions, research demarcation, review of literature, and research design.

The first part of the empirical research, conducted in the P3 phase, consists of drawing inspirational lessons for Dutch investor-led urban development practice from Anglo-Saxon case studies. Therefore, first, the differences in urban development management and culture between the Anglo-Saxon
model and the Rhineland must be made clear, by means of literature review. Second, two Anglo-Saxon investor-led urban development projects are analysed, using case study methods, involving semi-structured interviews with key players, and analysis of case documents. Third, these two cases are subjected to a cross case analysis. Then, in the Netherlands, the results of the cross case analysis are presented to an expert panel. Together with the expert panel, inspirational lessons for the Dutch practice are drawn, taking into account context dependent factors (characteristics of Anglo-Saxon model vs. Rhineland model, institutional factors, culture, law, etc.).

The second part of the empirical research, also conducted in the P3 phase, consists of generating understanding of the Dutch investor-led urban development practice, and the use of CSR by developing investors herein.

The following research scenarios for data collection and analysis are identified:

- Scenario 1: research internship at Dutch developing investor;
- Scenario 2: research internship at professional service/consultancy company;
- Scenario 3: desk research at Faculty of Architecture, Delft University of Technology.

Within these research scenarios, the following data collection and analysis methods are applicable:

- Multiple empirical case studies, using case study methods, involving semi-structured interviews with key players, and analysis of case documents. Cases can be compared in a cross case analysis. The case study criteria and selection depend on the chosen research scenario – on the condition that cases are Dutch investor-led urban development projects.
- Quantitative research involving structured interview (digital survey) for (preferably all) Dutch developing investors. The sample of the survey depends on the chosen research scenario.
- Literature review.

Based upon theory, the inspirational lessons from Anglo-Saxon practice, and the research scenario chosen in P3 phase part 2, the CSR assessment tool can be designed in the P4 phase. This design process is iterative. Feedback loops involving experts (at research company or at university) are necessary. Note, in the P3 phase is determined if the CSR assessment tool indicates the social level of the realised investor-led urban development project (product-oriented) or the business management/conduct of the developing investor itself (more process-oriented).

In the P5 phase the main research question and all (sub) questions are answered. Part of the answer to the main research question is the designed CSR assessment tool. Note, as this graduation research is bound by time and means, the designed CSR assessment tool is not tested in practice/reality – only the design is provided in the final graduation thesis.

**Literature and general practical preference**

**Literature about the changing state-market relationship in the Netherlands, increased influence of the private sector in Dutch urban development, and Anglo-Saxon influence in the Dutch Rhineland planning model**


**Literature about the rise of developing investors and (Dutch) investor-led urban development (projects)**


**Literature about CSR**

In Dutch urban development practice, new types of governance are recognisable, due to the changing relationship between state and market, and the changing private sector influence. The increased influence of private actors in urban development is accompanied by new societal roles and responsibilities. The principles of CSR come up here. Concerning CSR, the question is how private actors in urban development can bear a responsibility to society and a broader set of stakeholders.
beyond their shareholders. In this research, this question is answered for a particular type of private actors, namely developing investors, within the context of investor-led urban development projects. This research provides insight in the social role of developing investors in (private sector-led) urban development projects, by exploring their strategic use of CSR as a means to realise sustainable urban areas. By exploring this strategic use, benchmarking of CSR application by developing investors is made possible.

**Scientific perspective**

This research provides insight in the interpretation, definition and relationship between concepts CSR and sustainable development, within the context of Dutch investor-led urban development projects. Due to relating CSR and sustainable urban development, different scientific field are brought together/integrated: urban planning, urban development management, social sciences, public administration, business administration, ecology and economy.

**Time planning**

The research process consists of several phases (P1 to P5), each including data collection (methods) and data analysis (methods), in accordance with the Figure below.
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